Abstract. Load levelling that use recent spotlighted the Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) saves spare electricity or low cost electricity. The saved electricity can be used for peak power demand time. In this paper, load is predicted for purpose of operating the BESS effectively. By analysing pattern of industrial load, it is classified into workdays, Saturday and holidays. Then apply ANN on workdays load pattern from classified load patterns to predict load. To increase accuracy, number of neurons in hidden layer and learning data period are changed for estimation of load. After that, error rate was calculated for comparison and analysis.
Introduction
Due to recent demand of electricity, importance of load estimation for application and securing consumption resources through reduction of electricity energy internationally. In technological perspective, it increases reliability of electricity supply and needs for safe operation of power generation system, prevention of emergency feeding status, estimation of peak and estimation of load curve. In economical perspective, it decreases cost of power generation and predict peak demand supply to save massive amount of burden every year. Like above, accuracy of load estimation is necessary for establishing rational power supply plan. Accurate load estimation is necessary to construct rational power supply plan and operate a Demand Manageable Battery Energy Storage System that saves spare and low cost electricity, and use the saved electricity on peak demand time. To predict load which is Time series data, Exponential smoothing method, Autoregressive moving average model and State-space model are commonly used. To overcome basic limitation of time series prediction method, recently forecasting model with artificial intelligence method such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [1] and fuzzy theory are actively researched. This paper classified load pattern into workdays, Saturday and holidays by analysing load pattern from load data of industrial load. Then applied to workdays load pattern. By using neural network, it was possible to predict load for charging and discharging of BESS and mean absolute percentage errors (MAPE) of predicted load is calculated and analyzed.
Artificial Neural Network
ANN is developed to imitate biological neural network. It is a model that make possible to do complex non-linear calculation with inspiration from biological structure and functions. Important feature of ANN, training is very useful to analyze non-linear pattern. During learning process of ANN, it renews connection weight to minimize errors between calculated output (predicted load value) by input and objective value (actual load value). For case of ANN, pre-information of domain is not necessary and it has advantage of building a prediction model with only input-output learning data, so it has been used for building a prediction model. As methods of training ANN, there are perceptron learning rule, adaline (Adaptive linear element), WidrowHoff learning rule, Delta learning rule and back propagation. Its structure also various. This paper predicted load by using error back propagation algorithm from multi layer perceptron (MLP) [2] which is the most effective and common for prediction. Structure of multi layer perceptron (MLP) consists more than one hidden layer between input layer and output layer. Structure of common feedforward structure three-layer MLP is like Fig.  1[3] , [4] . An output value of neuron in hidden layer is calculated like Equation (1), an output value of neuron in output layer is calculated like Equation (2).
An objective function that minimize difference between output value of output layer and objective value is defined as Equation (3).
A connection weight between input layer and hidden layer is defined as Equation (4).
A connection weight between hidden layer and output layer is defined as Equation (5). 
Case Study
In this paper, load is predicted to apply predicted load from ANN to optimized charging and discharging operation plan of BESS. For that, load patterns on October 2014 are analyzed and classified as workdays, Saturday and holidays. Then applied to workdays load pattern from classified load pattern. Similar to Fig. 2 , even workingdays load pattern is already classified load pattern, it is possible to confirm that each load is in very different shape. ANN with feedforward MLP structure is applied to workingdays load pattern on October 2014 to predict load. For an activation function of neuron in hidden layer and neuron in output layer, tangent sigmoid function and linear function are used respectively. For accuracy increase of ANN prediction, number of neuron in hidden layer is changed to predict load and compose many cases of learning time to predict load. Prediction error rate is calculated to confirm prediction accuracy of load that predicted from predicted load by ANN and moving average method. Then error rate is analyzed. Prediction error rate is defined as Equation (7) [6].
A. Load forecasting for the number of neuron of hidden layers and the number of input data
Prediction accuracy of neural network can be different with number of neuron in hidden layer, so number of neuron in hidden layer is change to 1, 2 and 3 to execute simulation. Number of input data is set as 3 (24 hours before load, 48 hours before load, 72 hours before load).
Output function due to input data can be displayed as next.
Load forecasting using Moving average method [7] is calculated like Equation (9).
Where n is period, k = 1,…,24 hour and , i k x is historical load data. Through Table I , it is possible to confirm that prediction error rate of predicted load with 3 input data and 2 neurons in hidden layer has the least value. For the case 2, MAPE's prediction error rate is 22.2%, so it is possible to confirm that MAPE with Moving average method has 1.8% more value than predicted value. Also it is possible to confirm that prediction rate is the highest compare with other cases. Fig. 3 . show load forecasting chart of workdays(October 22, 2014) for Case 1, Case 2, Case 3 and Case 4. 
B. Load forecasting for the training cases
Prediction accuracy of neural network varies a lot due to selection of learning time. Through Table 1 , learning period is set by 15 days, 30 days and 45 days before the most well predicted case (3 input data, 2 neurons in hidden layer). For the case 6 and case 7 from simulation result, MAPE is the lowest as 22.2%. From Table II , it is possible to confirm that setting before 30 days of predicted date for learning data period is the most accurate to predict load. 
5) Case 5: number of neuron in hidden layer

Conclusion
In this paper, load is predicted to establish optimized charging and discharging plan for demand manageable BESS. After analyze industrial load on October 2014, it is applied to workdays load pattern to conduct experiment. ANN with Feedforward MLP structure is used. It is predicted by applying load into many cases. By using predicted load from ANN and predicted load from average moving method, each error rate of predicted load is calculated and analyzed. For each predicted load, error rate is calculated and compared. It is possible to confirm that prediction error rate varies due to leaning time and number of neuron in hidden layer. Industrial load data that used in this paper as research data existed as very different shape like Figure 2 , prediction error rate relatively high, but it is possible to confirm that suggested ANN has the best performance. For the future research, load pattern of workdays analyzed more to classify patterns and applied to ANN. Then load is predicted and error rate will be calculated. Also it will be applied to both Saturday and holiday load pattern to predict by changing learning time more variously. Also predicted load will be applied to BESS system to confirm efficiency of charging and discharging schedule.
